Introduction
Islam and Muslims have always been attracting major attention in the West and continue to be the limelight of many political controversies. In this, Muslim women seem to have become one of the main focuses of debate for the past two centuries. Many in the West believe that veiled Muslim women are victims of religious bias and always oppressed and silent. At the outset of this chapter, it is important to note that it is incontrovertible that some conservative interpretations of Islamic religious scripts are misogynist and in favor of patriarchy but as it has already been noted by many scholars, a great number of Muslims are staunch supporter of women's right and there are countless numbers of articulate veiled women in the Muslim world. However, in Western discourses on Muslims, historically, women have been narrowly constructed as weak, inferior and victims of religious and patriarchal rules. This engineered and institutional mode of Muslim women's representation seems to have accelerated since 9/11; Muslim women are represented as gendered slave in dire need of "saving" by the West. For instance, the war in Afghanistan in the aftermath of 9/11 was partly based on a feminist cause as President Bush campaigned frequently to gather support for saving Afghan women from the brutalities of patriarchy and religion. This is indicative of the fact that Muslim women are used as the war propaganda against Islam. Muslim women's rights are used as an alibi to legitimize their colonial presence in the shape of neo-conservatism. Race, gender and religion are discourses that have scripted the terms of involvement in the 'war on terror.' The Western systematic representation of Islamic extremism and backward, oppressed and politically immature Muslim women is the revitalization of Orientalist tropes to create Islamophobia. Triggered by 9/11, the colonial motifs of Muslim women have regained alarming currency in the western discourses as they have been soaked in images of veiled Muslim women and stories of their victimhood in an Islamic society. Soon after 9/11, visual discourses about Muslim women appeared and flooded not only the media but also the art and literary markets. Based on Western ideology of Muslim women, these images are so powerful that they easily affect and change the public's perceptions about Muslim women. This stereotypical visual representation of women which relates to a wider geopolitical discourse has served to bolster the images of Muslim society as the cultural, political, and moral "other" of the West. The Western cultural and visual media do not portray voiceless images of Muslim veiled women in vacuousness, rather these Islamophobic misogynist portrayals suggest how the west positions Muslim women which feed dehumanization and appropriation in popular culture of the West. As a continuing legacy of colonialism and as a modern version of Orientalism, neo-conservatism has found that the efficient way to make Westerners believe that Muslim women are being victimized in their societies is through the narratives of Muslim women themselves. Since then many diasporic Muslim women have been creating discourses that reiterate and consolidate the stereotypical images of Muslim women.
However, there are works that tend to challenge these clichés such as Shirin Neshat's Women of Allah . As an Iranian artist in exile, Shirin Neshat's black and white photography of Women of Allah, which deals directly with the visual representation of Muslim women, is also often misunderstood as reinforcing the misogynist stereotypes but the postcolonial critics' reading of her photography makes Westerners re-examine their pre-packaged assumptions about Muslim women. Drawing upon Hamid Naficy's the exile culture of "here and there," Neshat is a culturally hybrid artist who simultaneously shatters and challenges the Islamophobic misogynist stereotypes while questioning the patriarchal and confining rules upon women in Iran.
Although produced in the 1990s, one cannot deny the immediacy and relevancy of this series of photographs to our present world. That this series of photographs is still on exhibitions around the world such as the 2016 She Who Tells a Story: Women Photographers from Iran and the Arab World at National Museum of Women in the Arts in Washington, justifies its relevancy two decades after its production. Her Women of Allah series will never get old and is always relevant and current with the continuing anti-Muslim sentiment and hate crimes in the West. The immediacy and relevancy of these photographs emanate from our anxieties and uncertainties of the present day rather than the conditions of its original production. Recent years and days have witnessed ugly episodes of racist Islamophobic attack against Muslims in the West. The latest major episode of anti-Muslim violence occurred on 26
th May, 2017 in Portland, Oregon on a train when an American man started yelling and screaming obscenities and anti-Muslim slurs at two Muslim teenage girls, one of whom was wearing hijab. He stabbed two people to death and seriously injured a third one who had come forward to calm him down and prevent him to harm the two girls (ABC Islamophobia is not a recent phenomenon as the world has witnessed annals of religious and racial intolerance under a different terminology. The intolerance in the US, for instance, began prior to her encounter with the Muslim world. From the conquest of the Americas and the subjugation of the indigenous to the slave trades and treating of the Japanese diaspora during the Second World War, the United States of America has a record of infringing the human rights and freedoms of the racialised groups (Bakali, 2016) . Islamophobia is a novel term for an old fear which has portrayed Islam as a menace to the West and has emerged in genocides, wars and crusades over the centuries. This fear and mistrust towards the Muslim 'Other' have roots in Europe and North America. As Weller notes, "Islamophobia is undeniably rooted in the historical inheritance of a conflictual relationship that has developed over many centuries involving the overlap of religion, politics and warfare" (2001, p.8) . It became an international spotlight after the events of 9/11. There has been a remarkable increase in hostility and abhorrence towards Muslims since 9/11 (Allen & Nielson, 2002) . Many countries in the West have, indeed, reinforced increased anxieties towards their Muslim residents and Islam in light of terrorist attacks. This rapid increase in violence and hatred developed into discrimination and racism which serves as the basic ideology of Islamophobia (Fiore, 2010) . According to Allen (2010) This ideological formation has been produced by a culture that deploys a fixed set of beliefs, analysis, and representation which informs the policies of the governments, and creates a particular set of political and media discourses along with social beliefs and practices. As Lean (2012) (Kincheloe, Steinberg & Stonebanks, 2010, p. x) . What has contributed to the propagation of Islamophobia has been the negative depiction of Muslims in media. Whether it is a news report or a film about Islam, "the picture drawn is a unanimous one. 'Islam' means the end of civilization as 'we' know it. Islam is antihuman, antidemocratic, anti-Semitic and antirational" (Said, 1980, p. 5) . The Western media have achieved creating a common understanding amongst westerners that misogyny and oppression of women is the shared feature of the Muslim world. Resulting from these images, Islamophobia is a common phenomenon in many parts of the Western world. In the United States, it is the renunciation of establishing an Islamic Cultural Center near Ground Zero, and in Europe, it is the banning of veils or hijab in schools and public places. What Said (1994, p. 282) describes as a "legacy of connections" between the colonial past and the imperial present can best be epitomized by the images of veiled women in the Western discourses.
Thus it can be argued that the depiction of veiled women being victimized under patriarchy and Islamic despotism in western discourses is an instance of continued Orientalist discourse and typology under the current guise of Islamophobia (Bordeaux, 2007 (Said, 1978, p. 7) . In the post 9/11 climate of Islamophobia, Muslim women are portrayed with no variations; whether it be in Saudi Arabia, Iran or Malaysia, Muslim women are depicted as exotic and oppressed "other" in most of the western visual discourses. One may never repudiate the fact that women have been experiencing discrimination and oppression in some Islamic societies; as noted by Moghissi (1999, p. 2) "From Afghanistan to Algeria to Sudan, Pakistan and …[Saudi Arabia] -indeed, everywhere in the Islamic societies women are systematically brutalised and caught in a deadly crossfire between the secular and fundamentalist forces." However, violence against women is not an Islamic phenomenon, rather it is present almost everywhere in the world. In her study of 230 media photos, Wilkins (1997) argues that the occidental media has been loaded with Orientalized stereotypes of Muslim women as an insignia of "collectivistic" conventional society which could be as the opposite of Western individualism.
The image of Muslim women is produced from colonial discourses in order to generate a colonial subject which is a social production hinged on 'difference.' This depiction has been utilized to differentiate and devalue the Muslim women as "other" from the Westerners. Therefore, the "veiled female body is central in the construction of discourses on the difference of the Muslim as 'other' with the non-Muslim 'self'" (Chakraborti& Zempi, 2012, p. 269 These images formed derogative stereotypes about Islam which caused an Islamophobic attitude in the minds of many westerners. Stereotypical representation is never used to show an accurate depiction of colonial subjects, but rather to simply ensure their inferiority. These stereotypes are "current episodes in a series of subjugations" (Foucault cited in Bouchard, 1977, p. 148) . These images are the production of racist and misogynistic constructs of women of non-Western culture.
Islamophobia spreads the idea that veil is inherently oppressive and its removal equals freedom of Muslim women. Most scholars in the West ignore the fact that there are many Muslim women who choose to wear the veil as for them, the veil is a "source of respect, virtue, and pride;" it is a symbol of "passage from childhood to adulthood" (Milani, 1992, p. 35 For many women it was such an embarrassing situation that they just stayed home. Many independent women became dependent on men, while those who did not have a male present in the household suffered most because they had to beg favors from their neighbors… Women became even more dependent on men since they now had to ask for man's collaboration in order to perform activities they had previously performed independently. This gave men a degree of control over women they had never before possessed. It also reinforced the idea that households without adult men were odd and abnormal.
The Islamophobic discourses are so dominant and ubiquitous that leave no place for apparent realities, such as the earlier-noted fact that many Muslim women wear the veil of their own volition and they feel liberated, not suppressed. The prevalence of these sorts of discourse is so overwhelming that Physically placed outside its original homeland, it is mentally and emotionally both here and there, and as a result, it is both local and global. ' Hamid Naficy (1993, p. 2) Over the past two decades, the Iranian diaspora communities have grown considerably. This growth is not just an increase in numbers because the majority of Iranians residing abroad settled in their "homes in exile" over thirty years ago; rather it is the growth of the community as a community and as a segment of the society that has been attracting attention during the past twenty years. This community awareness within the Iranian diaspora communities has led to the production of a myriad of discourses that have brought the Iranian diaspora experience to the realm of popular culture. Iranian Muslim women as they are much misunderstood outside of Iran. While the Western media is somewhat more sophisticated in their depiction of Iran than they were three decades ago, Said's critique of media coverage of Iran in that era still holds true today. Iran is still "no more than a poorly defined and badly misunderstood abstraction" (Said, 1981, 83 frightening and exciting. I had never been in a country that was so ideologically based" (Bertucci, 1997, p. 84) . However, this first trip back to Iran after twelve years of absence became the inspiration that fuels her artwork; she returned to the United States loaded with ideas for her work. As returning to Iran gives her the status of eyewitness to the issues she is representing, she employs meta-narrative in her work quite effectively. Meta-narrative is "telling a story about something that happened to one's self in the first person [and] establishes a special kind of relationship with one's audience" (Babcock, 1984, p. 64) . Therefore, encapsulated within the metaphors of Nehsat's chador are the meta-narrative of gender, culture, religion and exile. Since she enjoys the status of being insider/outsider in creating her work, the work discussed in this chapter is positioned in the liminal space of "here and there," Iran and the West as Naficy observes in regard to exile culture.
Upon returning to America, she has started to incorporate her experiences into her creative work and worked on her first series of photograph Women of Allah (1993-97 (Bertucci, 1997, p.84-87 Part of this sort of misreading can be attributed to the fact that diasporic images generate several meanings and associations. According to Mirzoeff (2000, p. 7) diasporic images, from a certain starting point, can "create multiple visual and intellectual associations both within and beyond the intent of the producer of that image." What Mirzoeff (2000, p. 7) calls "intervisuality" is apparently the problem in this kind of reading. He believes that the "diasporic visual image is necessarily intertextual" which makes the audience "to bring extratextual information to bear on what is seen within the frame" to fully understand the meaning of it. However, it should be noted that "in the visual image, intertextuality is not simply a matter of interlocking texts but of interacting and interdependent modes of visuality that I shall call intervisuality." The intervisuality here is the perception and the meaning of the veil that a Western viewer picks from the Western media representation of Muslim women. The ambiguity of the images is also capable of adding to the misreading of Neshat's images. By "seeming to strictly conform to Islamic-Iranian codes of public conduct, Neshat denies the viewer an immediate and simplistic reading of equating freedom with unveiling" (Dadi, 2008, p. 130 hands, and feet. She uses her body in the photograph as a canvas to write. As a Muslim woman's body is a site of contention, she is utilizing her body as a metaphor; the body of a woman is the most odd 'thing,' for "it is never quite reducible to being merely a thing; nor does it ever quite manage to rise above the status of thing. . . . Bodies are not inert; they function interactively and productively" (Grosz, 1994, p. xi). calligraphy over the images, Neshat "creates a pure, sensual, visual presence, and a material ornament that indicates meaning but hides it from most Western audiences who will, in most cases, be unable to read or understand it" (Zabel, 2001, p.22) . It is precisely "the emptiness of meaning that makes room for stereotypes" (Zabel, 2001, p.22) . Although the veiled woman of the photographs looks silent, there is a revolutionary potential in the written words that empowers her. The Persian calligraphy in the photographs of the series of Women of Allah is the poetry of the radical Iranian women poets who wrote of resistance and agency.
The two poets are Forough Farraokhzad (1935 Farraokhzad ( -1967 and Tahereh Saffarzadeh (1936 Saffarzadeh ( -2008 The verses, which make the western viewer uncomfortable reading the images, are "the literal and symbolic voice of women whose sexuality and individualism have been obliterated by the chador or the veil" (Sheybani, 1999, p.207) . The poetry overlaid different parts of the women's body functions as a voice against the stereotypically negative portrayals of Muslim women. This sentiment can be confirmed by Cichoki (2004, p.) arguing that by using "the radically self-revelatory feminist poetry of and passive subjects of a patriarchal society.
As one of the woman-with-the-gun photos, Speechless (1996) contains a woman's portrait, cut off along the nose scripted with calligraphy. Next to her cheek right at the height of her ear emerges a gun from under her chador. Although the gun is indicative of violence, the perfect positioning of it at the place of an earring cannot be overlooked as a coincidence. Neshat states that the "gun placed beside the woman's cheek is at once a warning and an object of beauty. Both are divided in terms of their purpose-their combined statement is deliberately puzzling" (Goodman, 1998, p. 53) . Therefore, she uses the gun to convey that "what can be threatening can also be very beautiful" (Neshat in an interview with Enright& Walsh, 2009, p.26). The veil is also portrayed with the same subtlety; it can be a symbol of oppression and also stands for independence and freedom. The juxtaposition of Persian calligraphy, guns and veil is the communicative capacity of the Women of Allah photos (McDonald, 2004) . The combination of these three elements might bring up the notion of Islamic terrorism for the western viewers but the presence of these elements in the photography of Shirin Neshat is indicative of the existence of different facets of Iranian women. Like Persian calligraphy, the images of the gun in her photographs confer agency and resistance to Muslim women. What is highlighted in her work is her hybrid identity which offers a potent amalgamation of personal, cultural and cross-cultural elements.
Her photography exhibits the experience of coexisting in different spheres. Hence, she is always keen to patch up the so-called differences between the West and East in her work.
The complexity of these elements makes it difficult for the Western viewers to understand the images. However, what makes her photography complex and ambiguous is her own contradictions and struggles in coming to term with the Iran she no longer recognizes after the Iranian Revolution. The work that she creates is not only the production of her constant exposure to the stereotypes but also it is the result of her rupture upon return to Iran which revolves around female resistance, action and agency despite the fact that the women in her work are veiled. Not only does she struggle to challenge the Western notion of Muslim women, but also she tries to display her disapproval of forced veiling delicately. There is a sense of duality in her work. What she creates "is always in critical dialogue with both Iran and the West" (Navab, 2008, p. 51 It is Neshat's hybrid identity of Iranian-American that makes her "capable of seeing each through the assumptions of the other" (Wallach, 2001, p. 137) . Her in-between place cements her authority in breaking the stereotypical binaries of East/West and Freedom/Oppression as well. In reference to the existence of duality in her work, Neshat (2002, p. 51 ) explains that she is not approving or promoting any sense of oppression of all the dark side of Iranian culture, but rather "giving it a fair chance to speak of its very complex situation. And in that way, I think my work has all these elements of duality in it." It is this ambivalent position which lets her be "not quite the Same, not quite the Other…" (Trinh T. Minh-ha, 1995, p.5). She knows well that photography is an effective medium to subvert the existing media imagery of Muslim women. She takes the Orientalist stereotypes and inverts them, thereby challenging the western observers' perception of Muslim women. Her opinions are "informed concomitantly by the role of gender in the political and social structure of her birth culture and by the American media's representative images of that culture" (Devine, 2011, p. 59) . She sabotages the media stereotypes that use the images to portray a passive and repressed woman with no or little education; the "dissident woman who sees "fundamentalism" as a passage to non-Western identity and domination; and, finally, the fanatical terrorist" (Devine, 2011, pp. 59-60) . Although Neshat was caught saying "I'm not an activist, but an artist," she puts a lot of effort in her photography to empower women while understanding the imposed patriarchal rules in Iran. She states:
I'm an artist so I'm not an activist. I don't have an agenda. I am creating work simply to entice a dialogue and that's all. I do intend to show the stereotype head on and then break it down. There's the stereotype about the women-they're all victims and submissive-and they're not. Slowly, I subvert that image by showing in the most subtle and candid way how strong these women are (Horsburgh, 2000, pp. 44-45) .
Her photography makes Westerners aware of "the constructed, artificial nature" (Zabel, 2001, p.17.) carrying guns everywhere in the country. These images which would appeare on the walls and posters across the country entered a public discourse and "represent a genre of public portraiture that stresses both the Islamic Republic Shi'i-Persian identity and governance and the duty of all Muslims, both at home and abroad, to sacrifice themselves to a greater cause by fighting and dying in war" (Gruber, 2013, p. 3) . Touching upon issues of tradition, religion, identity and belonging, the murals and posters have graced and given meaning to the state's ideologies. They became the canvas for the post-revolutionary Iranian government to promote its messages and instill their ideologies. These political murals and posters in public spaces were also set to mobilize or inspire people (Rolston, 1991) .
One of the most conspicuous symbols of cultural change in Iran has been the mandatory dress code in public for all women. Unlike Mohammad Reza Shah's era, women were no longer free to opt either to veil or not to veil. Irrespective of the differences in religion, ethnicity and class, veiling became a must. While for many veiling was empowering and like 'second skin' to them, many opposed the forced Veiling Act of 1983 and had found it difficult to comply. However, the government believed that the practice of veiling is a "facilitator for a professional workspace, where women could do their job with no fear of sexual harassment" (Zeiny, 2013, p. 70 as an object, a puppet in the hands of men" (quoted in Ramazani, 1980, p. 30) . Consequently in the years following the establishment of the Islamic Republic, one of the most common murals was the image of chador-cladded women to promote hijab and modesty. Paintings of veiled women gazing down or looking straight with the 'pearl in shell' theme were abundant across the country (figures 1, 2, 3). The 'pearl in shell' not only symbolizes the outer cover and veiling of the body but also, according to Karimi (2013, p. 45) , it alludes to a "woman's virginity and a protective enclosure…" Therefore, while the outer veiling and modesty is the obvious message of these paintings, the latent message could be taking care of the virginity until marriage. All these large and gigantic images were reproduced to foster dialogue about hijab on a greater scale. They were meant to encourage women to wear chador as the government was of the idea that chador is a sign of resistance and a better means to hijab. Although both veiled and unveiled women had an active role in toppling the Shah and the 1979 Revolution, unveiled women now had no choice but to don hijab; the ideal hijab was, of course, wearing the chador. For these chador-cladded women images to be available to the mobilized masses, these paintings had to be enormous. A country where its paintings were mostly of the miniature scale (Grabar, 2000) now produced huge murals and posters.
The large-scale murals and posters were, indeed, propaganda paintings in "support of radical change" (Chehabi & Christia, 2008, p. 2) . These paintings and posters became more organized and instructed in the spirit of war. According to Varzi, "it was the war that ultimately defined the Islamic republic as an 
